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The spindle midzone—composed of antiparallel
microtubules, microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs), and motors—is the structure responsible
for microtubule organization and sliding during
anaphase B. In general, MAPs and motors stabilize
the midzone and motors produce sliding. We show
that fission yeast kinesin-6 motor klp9p binds to the
microtubule antiparallel bundler ase1p at the mid-
zone at anaphase B onset. This interaction depends
upon the phosphorylation states of klp9p and ase1p.
The cyclin-dependent kinase cdc2p phosphorylates
and its antagonist phosphatase clp1p dephosphory-
lates klp9p and ase1p to control the position and
timing of klp9p-ase1p interaction. Failure of klp9p-
ase1p binding leads to decreased spindle elongation
velocity. The ase1p-mediated recruitment of klp9p to
the midzone accelerates pole separation, as sug-
gested by computer simulation. Our findings indicate
that a phosphorylation switch controls the spatial-
temporal interactions of motors and MAPs for proper
anaphase B, and suggest a mechanism whereby a
specific motor-MAP conformation enables efficient
microtubule sliding.
INTRODUCTION
Mitosis occurs in distinct phases defined by changes in chromo-
some and spindle dynamics. In general, bipolar spindle forma-
tion occurs in prophase. Chromosome capture and alignment
occur in metaphase. Chromosome segregation occurs in
anaphase. Telophase marks spindle breakdown and the start
of cytokinesis. Anaphase is further categorized as anaphase A,
where the chromosomes are segregated to the spindle poles,
and anaphase B, where the spindle can undergo dramatic elon-
gation to ensure that the segregated chromosomes are further
separated. While mechanisms of chromosome segregation
during anaphase A have been the focus of intense studies
(Cheeseman and Desai, 2008; Tanaka and Desai, 2008), mech-Develoanisms regulating spindle elongation during anaphase B are
less well understood, and may require complex interplay
between regulatory proteins, motors, and MAPs.
Anaphase B requires a proper bipolar spindle containing the
midzone, a region of interdigitating microtubule overlap half-
way between the spindle poles. In eukaryotes, the conserved
microtubule-associated protein Ase1/PRC1, the mitotic kine-
sin-5 motor, and dynein play important roles in the formation of
the spindle midzone and subsequent force production for
spindle elongation (Maiato et al., 2004; Mogilner et al., 2006;
Scholey et al., 2003; Sharp et al., 2000). Ase1/PRC1 bundles
antiparallel microtubules at the midzone and gives structural
integrity to the spindle. Cells lacking functional Ase1/PRC1
exhibit disorganized midzone microtubules and subsequent
collapsed or broken spindles during metaphase and anaphase
(Loiodice et al., 2005; Mollinari et al., 2002; Schuyler et al.,
2003; Verni et al., 2004; Yamashita et al., 2005). Kinesin-5
(e.g., human Eg5) localizes at the poles and the midzone. Cells
lacking functional kinesin-5 form monopolar spindles early in
mitosis (Hagan and Yanagida, 1990, 1992; Hoyt et al., 1992;
Kapoor et al., 2000; Roof et al., 1992). During anaphaseB, kinesin-5
can produce force to slide midzone microtubules outward, thus
producing spindle elongation (Kapitein et al., 2005; Straight
et al., 1998). Interestingly, dynein plays a role during anaphase
B without the need to localize at the spindle midzone. Dynein
localizes to the cell cortex and interacts with the spindle pole-
nucleated astral microtubules to produce pulling forces, which
lengthen the spindle during anaphase B (Carminati and Stearns,
1997; Fink et al., 2006; Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2007; O’Connell and
Wang, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2005).
Other mitotic motors located at the spindle midzone include
kinesin-4 (e.g., human KIF14) and kinesin-6 (e.g., human CHO1
and MKLP1). Surprisingly, they have not been implicated in
spindle elongation during anaphase B. Instead, they appear to
play a signaling role at telophase, regulating subsequent cytoki-
nesis. Cells lacking functional kinesin-4 or kinesin-6 failed to
complete cytokinesis (Gruneberg et al., 2006; Kuriyama et al.,
2002; Matuliene and Kuriyama, 2002; Mishima et al., 2002).
Motors and MAPs act in concert throughout mitosis. Their
interactions are often regulated by kinases and phosphatases
in a cell-cycle-dependent manner. It appears that Ase1/PRC1
is phosphorylated by the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk1 and
dephosphorylated Cdk1-antagonist phosphatase Cdc14.pmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 257
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Figure 1. Fission Yeast Kinesin-6 Klp9p Is Involved in Anaphase B Spindle Elongation
(A) Time-lapse images of cell expressing mCherry-atb2p (tubulin) and ase1p-GFP through different phases of mitosis. Ase1p stabilizes the spindle midzone
throughout anaphase B (Loiodice et al., 2005; Yamashita et al., 2005). Bar, 5 mm.
(B) Typical wild-type spindle length versus time plot. Anaphase B is marked by a dramatic increase in spindle length and spindle elongation velocity.
(C) Temperature shift experiment of cut7-24mutant cells expressingGFP-atb2p.Within 2min of shifting to the restrictive temperature of 35C, themetaphase cell
(bottom cell) immediately exhibited spindle collapse, which became a monopolar spindle (see enlargement box) (Hagan and Yanagida, 1990, 1992). In contrast,
the anaphase cell (top cell) continued through anaphase B spindle elongation (yellow arrow). Bar, 5 mm.
(D) Time-lapse images of cell expressingmCherry-atb2p (tubulin) and cut7p-3GFP. No cut7p-3GFPwas observed at the anaphase B spindle midzone. Bar, 5 mm.
(E) Box plot comparison of anaphase B spindle elongation velocities in wild-type cells andmotor mutant cells. Only klp9D shows a significant decrease in velocity.
At the higher temperature required for cut7-24, spindle elongation velocity increased for both wild-type and klp9D correspondingly.Phospho-regulation allows Ase1/PRC1 to act as a major scaf-
folding protein at themidzone to recruit motors, MAPs, and other
regulatory proteins (Gruneberg et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 1998;
Khmelinskii et al., 2007; Kurasawa et al., 2004; Zhu and Jiang,
2005; Zhu et al., 2006). Current reports on phospho-regulation
of Ase1/PRC1 at the spindle midzone dealt primarily with its
subsequent role as a scaffold for other proteins involved in cyto-
kinesis, and not with its role in spindle elongation (Jiang et al.,
1998; Khmelinskii et al., 2007; Zhu and Jiang, 2005).
The fission yeast Schizosaccaromyces pombe is a good
model to study mechanisms of anaphase B. It has distinct
phases of mitosis, which resemble those of mammalian cells,
and in particular, a prominent anaphase B characterized by
dramatic spindle elongation (Mallavarapu et al., 1999; Nabe-
shima et al., 1998; Sagolla et al., 2003). Importantly, fission yeast
lacks the dynein-dependent astral microtubule pulling forces
and kinesin-dependent microtubule flux at the spindle poles
that are present in higher eukaryotes (Khodjakov et al., 2004;
Tolic-Norrelykke et al., 2004), making its spindle midzone the
sole structure responsible for anaphase B, and thus relatively
simple for molecular dissection.
We describe here a function of the fission yeast kinesin-6
klp9p. Using a combination of biochemistry and live-cell258 Developmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevieimaging analyses, we show that prior to anaphase B, cdc2p
(homolog of Cdk1) phosphorylates klp9p and the microtubule
bundler ase1p, which maintains their spatial separation. At the
onset of anaphase B, clp1p (also known as flp1p [Cueille
et al., 2001], homolog of Cdc14) dephosphorylates klp9p and
ase1p, allowing them to physically bind to each other at the
spindle midzone to initiate spindle elongation. Deletion of
klp9p and/or the motor-dead version of klp9p attenuate spindle
elongation velocity. Phosphomimic versions of klp9p and ase1p
and/or the inactive version of the phosphatase clp1p also atten-
uate spindle elongation velocity. FRAP analyses show that klp9p
and ase1p are more mobile when not interacting with each
other. Using computer simulation we predict that optimal
spindle elongation may only be achieved when flexible klp9p
binds to and adopts the antiparallel configuration of ase1p.
Our results define a molecular pathway linking motors and
MAPs, and cell-cycle-dependent regulatory kinases and phos-
phatases.
RESULTS
Fission yeast has distinct phases during mitosis (Figure 1A) (Mal-
lavarapu et al., 1999; Nabeshima et al., 1998; Sagolla et al.,r Inc.
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spindle length and spindle elongation velocity (Figure 1B). We
reasoned that anaphase B is likely to require molecular motors
located along the spindle midzone to produce sliding forces.
We therefore examined the localization of motors to the midzone
by imaging GFP-tagged versions, and tested all motors for
defects in spindle elongation by imaging each individual motor
deletion or mutant.
The fission yeast genome has nine kinesins (pkl1+, klp2+,
klp3+, tea2+, klp5+, klp6+, cut7+, klp8+, and an uncharacterized
SPBC2D10.21c) and one dynein (dhc1+). Sequence analysis re-
vealed that the uncharacterized kinesin belongs to the kinesin-6
family.We named it klp9+. Deletion of klp9+ produced viable cells
(see below). Individual deletion of all other motors have been re-
ported to also produce viable cells, except for cut7+ (Brazer
et al., 2000; Browning et al., 2000; Garcia et al., 2002a, 2002b;
Hagan and Yanagida, 1990, 1992; Hiraoka et al., 2000; Pidoux
et al., 1996; Troxell et al., 2001; West et al., 2002, 2001). We
therefore compared anaphase B velocities of wild-type and all
motor deletion strains. Strains dhc1D, pklD, klp2D, klp3D,
tea2D, klp5D, and klp6D all showed similar spindle elongation
velocities during anaphase B compared to wild-type (Figure 1E).
(Parameters of spindle dynamics throughout this study are
summarized in Tables S3, S4, and S5 available online.)
Deletion of kinesin-5 cut7+ was not viable, so we tested the
nonfunctional temperature-sensitive mutant cut7-24 (Hagan
and Yanagida, 1990, 1992). We constructed a microfluidic
temperature-control device (unpublished data), which allows
a rapid (10 s) and robust temperature shift between 23C and
35C while cells are being imaged on the microscope. Cut7-24
cells were first imaged at the permissive 23C, where cells
were in various stages of the cell cycle. We then shifted and
maintained cells at the nonpermissive 35C. Interphase cells
subsequently became blocked in mitosis, exhibiting monopolar
spindles, consistent with previous reports (Hagan and Yanagida,
1990, 1992). In some instances, we were able to observe two
adjacent cells going through mitosis (Figure 1C). The metaphase
cell, when shifted to 35C, exhibited spindle collapse and
became a monopolar spindle within 2 min after the temperature
shift (Figure 1C). The monopolar spindle was a terminal pheno-
type. This suggested that the cut7-24 mutant responds within
2 min of the temperature shift and is a relatively fast-acting
mutant. Interestingly, the adjacent anaphase cell continued
through anaphase B (Figure 1C) at a similar anaphase B velocity
as wild-type cells at the same 35C temperature (Figure 1E). This
indicated that cut7+ is important for spindle formation and the
structural integrity of the metaphase spindle (Hagan and Yana-
gida, 1990, 1992), but may not be important for anaphase B
spindle elongation. Consistent with its lack of effect on anaphase
B velocity, we failed to observe cut7p-3GFP at the spindle mid-
zone during anaphase B (Figure 1D).
Our analyses of all motors revealed that only klp9D showed
a significant decrease in anaphase B velocity at both tempera-
ture ranges (Figure 1E). We note that there may be other uniden-
tified mechanisms responsible for microtubule sliding during
anaphase B that contribute to the total anaphase B velocity,
such as different motors acting in concert. Nevertheless, klp9+
alone suffices to account for the majority of anaphase B velocity.
We next focused on the function of klp9+.DeveloKlp9p Is a Kinesin-6 Involved in Anaphase
B Spindle Elongation
First, we examined the dynamics of klp9p throughout the cell
cycle in conjunction with microtubules. From interphase to the
onset of anaphase B, klp9p-GFP localized isotropically in the
nucleoplasm (Figure 2A). At the onset of anaphase B, klp9p
bound dramatically to the spindle and appeared to focus at the
spindle midzone, the site of antiparallel overlapping microtu-
bules (Figure 2A). At the end of anaphase B, klp9p localized
briefly to the so-called postanaphase arrays (PAA) of microtu-
bules (Hagan, 1998) before returning to the nucleoplasm (Fig-
ure 2A). Klp9p localization to the spindle midzone and PAA
microtubules appeared consistent with previously reported roles
for the kinesin-6 family in regulating the exit from mitosis and the
entry into cytokinesis (Guse et al., 2005; Kuriyama et al., 2002;
Matuliene and Kuriyama, 2002; Mishima et al., 2004). However,
kymographs showing that klp9p localization at the spindle mid-
zone coincides with the onset of anaphase B (Figure 2B), and
the result that klp9D cells showed decreased anaphase B
spindle elongation velocity (Figure 1E), prompted us to investi-
gate its role in spindle elongation.
In vitro binding assays of recombinant klp9p revealed that it
can exist in dimeric and tetrameric forms (Figure 2C), thus
implying that it can crosslink and slide microtubules apart,
similar to the kinesin-5 Eg5 (Kapitein et al., 2005). Therefore,
we examined the deletion and the motor-dead (md) versions of
klp9p. The motor-dead klp9md has a mutated ATP-hydrolysis
domain rendering the motor head inactive (Matuliene and Kur-
iyama, 2002). Wild-type, klp9D, klp9D cells expressing klp9md,
and klp9D cells expressing klp9wt were assayed for anaphase
B spindle elongation (Figure 2D). Wild-type and klp9D cells
expressing klp9wt exhibited similar anaphase B velocities
(mean ± SD: 0.67 ± 0.06 mm/min, n = 13, and 0.58 ± 0.04 mm/
min, n = 11, respectively), indicating that klp9wt can rescue the
klp9D deletion phenotype. In contrast, klp9D cells and klp9D
cells expressing klp9md showed significantly decreased veloci-
ties (0.30 ± 0.06 mm/min, n = 11, and 0.30 ± 0.04 mm/min, n = 10,
respectively). We hypothesize that the fission yeast klp9p is a
kinesin-6 involved in generating microtubule-sliding forces at
the spindle midzone during anaphase B. To our knowledge,
this may be a novel function for the kinesin-6 family.
Klp9p Interacts Physically with Ase1p
at the Spindle Midzone
We and others have previously reported that fission yeast ase1p
localizes to the spindle midzone and functions to stabilize the
bipolar spindle (Figure 1A) (Loiodice et al., 2005; Yamashita
et al., 2005) and that ase1p can autonomously target antiparallel
microtubule overlap regions in vitro (Janson et al., 2007). In
contrast, PRC1 has been reported to directly bind to the kinesin-
4KIF4 inorder tobe targeted to thespindlemidzone inmammalian
cells (Kurasawaet al., 2004;ZhuandJiang, 2005). As there appear
to be no homologs of kinesin-4 in fission yeast, we examined the
interdependency of klp9p and ase1p targeting to the spindlemid-
zone. Imaging revealed that at the onset of anaphase B, ase1p
always appeared at the spindle midzone a few seconds before
klp9p (Figure 3A). This suggests that ase1p binds to the spindle
midzone earlier and independently of klp9p. We then hypothe-
sized that ase1p may recruit klp9p to the spindle midzone.pmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 259
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Figure 2. Klp9p May Be a Tetramer that Slides the Bipolar Spindle
Apart during Anaphase B
(A) Time-lapse images of cell expressing mCherry-atb2 (tubulin) and klp9p-
GFP. During interphase, prophase, metaphase, and anaphase A, klp9p-GFP
is located in the nucleoplasm. At the onset of anaphase B (yellow arrow heads),
klp9p-GFP goes to the spindle and the spindle midzone. At the end of
anaphase B, the spindle breaks down, and klp9p-GFP is transiently at the
site of the presumptive contractile ring (yellow dashed circles).
(B) Kymographs of klp9p dynamics throughout the cell cycle. Mitosis in fission
yeast lasts 30 min. Anaphase B (yellow arrow heads) marks a relatively fast
spindle elongation rate of 0.7 mm/min and lasts 12 min before spindle260 Developmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 ElseviTo test this hypothesis, we examined klp9p distribution in the
absence of ase1+. Whereas wild-type cells showed distinct and
focused klp9p at the spindle midzone during anaphase B, ase1D
cells showed dispersed klp9p localization throughout the spindle
(Figure 3B), consistent with ase1p recruiting klp9p to the spindle
midzone. Interestingly, ase1p also showed dispersed localiza-
tion in klp9D cells (Figure 3C), suggesting that once bound
together, klp9p can transport and focus ase1p to the spindle
midzone (Zhu et al., 2005; Zhu and Jiang, 2005). To further test
for physical interactions between klp9p and ase1p, we per-
formed in vitro binding assays of recombinant klp9p and
ase1p. Klp9p was observed to bind directly to ase1p (Figure 3D).
Our mapping studies reveal that the domain responsible for
binding klp9p lies at ase1416-639 (Figure 3D). Taken together,
we hypothesize that klp9p can bind autonomously to the spindle
microtubules at the onset of anaphase B, but efficient targeting
to the midzone requires physical binding to ase1p. Importantly,
the klp9D-ase1D double deletion are synthetically lethal (our
unpublished data), suggesting that this combination of motor
and MAP is essential for anaphase B spindle elongation.
Cdc2p and Clp1p Regulate the Phosphorylation
States of Klp9p and Ase1p
Budding yeast Ase1 has previously been shown to be dephos-
phorylated by Cdc14 at the end of mitosis (Khmelinskii et al.,
2007), suggesting a role for the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk1
and its antagonist phosphatase Cdc14 in the regulation of
Ase1 during the cell cycle. To determine if the Cdk1-Cdc14
pair also regulates klp9p and ase1p in fission yeast, we exam-
ined their localization at the spindle and the effects of their
activity on klp9p and ase1p. Fission yeast cdc13p (homolog of
cyclin-B and binding partner of cdc2p, the homolog of Cdk1)
and clp1p (homolog of Cdc14) have been shown previously to
localize to the spindle at mitosis (Cueille et al., 2001; Trautmann
et al., 2001, 2004; Wolfe et al., 2006). Consistent with these find-
ings, we showed that cdc13p was associated with the spindle
until the onset of anaphase B (Figure 4A). There was no visible
presence of cdc13p at the midzone during anaphase B. In
contrast, clp1p appeared to concentrate at the spindle midzone
during anaphase B in an antagonistic manner (Figure 4A). This
differential localization at the spindle during anaphase B sug-
gested that cdc2p and clp1p may regulate the phosphorylation
states of klp9p and ase1p. To test this hypothesis, we probed
for phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of klp9p and ase1p
by cdc2p and clp1p, respectively.
A previous phosphoproteomic mass spectrometry study in
fission yeast revealed specific cdc2p-dependent phosphoryla-
tion sites on klp9p (three sites: S598, S605, and S611) and
ase1p (four sites: S640, S683, S688, and S693) during mitosis
breakdown. Klp9p-GFP localizes to the spindle at anaphase B onset, and
focuses to the spindle midzone throughout anaphase B (yellow dashed circle).
Dashed white lines mark the position of the nucleus and divided nuclei. Bar,
5 mm.
(C) EGS crosslinking of recombinant His-klp9p revealed dimers and tetramers.
(D) Comparative plot of spindle length versus time and box plot of anaphase B
spindle elongation velocities of wild-type cells (WT, blue), klp9D cells express-
ing exogenous wild-type klp9 (klp9D+klp9wt, green), klp9D cells (klp9D, red),
and klp9D cells expressing exogenous klp9 motor dead mutant (klp9md,
yellow).er Inc.
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Figure 3. Klp9p Interacts with the Microtu-
bule Bundler Ase1p In Vivo and In Vitro,
and Requires Ase1p to Focus at the Spindle
Midzone
(A) In vivo colocalization of klp9p and ase1p at the
spindle midzone during anaphase B. Time-lapse
images of a cell expressing mRFP-ase1p and
klp9p-GFP. Dashed yellow lines show positions
of the spindle poles. The microtubule antiparallel
bundler mRFP-ase1p localizes early on to the
spindle (red arrow head). Subsequently, at the
onset of anaphase B (yellow arrow heads),
klp9p-GFP colocalizes with mRFP-ase1p at the
spindle and spindle midzone. Bar, 5 mm.
(B) Kymographs of wild-type and ase1D cells ex-
pressing klp9p-GFP (anaphase B onset, yellow
arrows). The wild-type cell shows a clear focusing
of klp9p-GFP at the spindle midzone as anaphase
B progressed. In contrast, the ase1D cell fails to
focus klp9p-GFP at the midzone region.
(C) Kymographs of wild-type and klp9D cells ex-
pressing ase1p-GFP (anaphase B onset, yellow
arrows). The wild-type cell shows a clear focusing
of ase1p-GFP at the spindle midzone as anaphase
B progressed. In contrast, the klp9D cell fails to
focus ase1p-GFPat themidzone region. Bar, 5mm.
(D) Klp9p binds to ase1p in vitro. Pull-down assays of full-length recombinant GST-klp9p with different truncated versions of recombinant His-ase1p. Sche-
matics of klp9p and ase1p, showing multiple cyclin-dependent kinase phosphorylation sites at their carboxyl termini (red circled P). Dashed red boxes (lanes
3 and 6) indicate no physical interaction. Dashed blue boxes (lane 5) indicate physical interaction.(Wilson-Grady et al., 2008). We created phosphoinhibit versions
of klp9p and ase1p bymutating the serine into alanine (S>A) at all
the reported consensus cdc2p-dependent phosphorylation
motifs (Wilson-Grady et al., 2008). We note that individual muta-
tions yielded only minor effects. We then performed in vitro
phosphorylation assays using recombinant cdc2p, clp1p,
klp9p, ase1p, klp9pS>A, and ase1pS>A. Whereas wild-type klp9p
and ase1p were highly phosphorylated by cdc2p, klp9pS>A and
ase1pS>A showed a dramatic decrease in cdc2p-dependent
phosphorylation (Figure 4B). Interestingly, our blot revealed
residual minor phosphorylation signals in both klp9pS>A and
ase1pS>A, suggesting that other cdc2p-dependent phosphoryla-
tion sites may be present. We next performed dephosphoryla-
tion assays on the phosphorylated proteins. The cdc2p-phos-
phorylated klp9p and ase1p products showed significant, but
not complete, dephosphorylation by clp1p (Figure 4C). We
hypothesize that cdc2p phosphorylates both klp9p and ase1p
prior to anaphase B. At anaphase B onset, cdc2p activity is in-
hibited by clp1p (Wolfe et al., 2006), and clp1pmay dephosphor-
ylate both klp9p and ase1p. One function of cdc2p-dependent
phosphorylation is to allow ase1p to transit from the cytoplasm
into the nucleus during the G2/M transition (Figures 4D and 4E).
Once ase1p enters the nucleus and binds to the spindle, a
second function of phosphorylation may be to prevent the phys-
ical interactions of klp9p and ase1p at the spindle midzone until
anaphase B onset, when clp1p-dependent dephosphorylation of
klp9p and ase1p allows themotor andMAP to physically interact
for proper spindle elongation.
Klp9p and Ase1p Interaction Requires
Dephosphorylation
To test this hypothesis, we performed in vitro binding assayswith
recombinant wild-type (i.e., not phosphorylated) and phospho-Develomimic klp9p and ase1p. Phosphomimic versions of klp9p and
ase1p were created by mutating the serine into aspartic acid
(S>D) at all the reported consensus cdc2p-dependent phos-
phorylation sites (Wilson-Grady et al., 2008). With the exception
of the phosphomimic klp9pS>D and ase1pS>D, which exhibited
little or no binding, all other combinations of klp9p and ase1p
phosphorylation states exhibited strong differential bindings,
with klp9pwt and ase1pwt exhibiting the strongest affinity based
on the blot signal (Figure 5A). We hypothesize that clp1p-depen-
dent dephosphorylation of both klp9p and ase1p at the onset of
anaphase B enables physical interactions of motor and MAP to
occur at the spindle midzone.
Wenext examined the consequencesof the failure of klp9pand
ase1p to interact at anaphase B. We reasoned that klp9p and
ase1p would not physically interact if they remained phosphory-
lated at anaphase B (Figure 5A). One way to achieve this would
be to use the phosphomimic klp9S>D and ase1S>D. A second
way would be to use the phosphatase inactive mutant clp1off
(Wolfe et al., 2006), which would fail to deactivate cdc2p and fail
to dephosphorylate klp9p and ase1p. We analyzed klp9p and
ase1p localization and spindle dynamics in the inactive mutant
clp1off and the double phosphomimic mutant ase1S>D-klp9S>D.
In contrast to wild-type cells (Figure 5C), both the clp1off and
ase1S>D-klp9S>D strains exhibited dispersed klp9p and ase1p
localization,withnoclear focusat thespindlemidzone throughout
anaphase B (Figures 5B and 5C), which is consistent with the
hypothesis that klp9p-ase1p midzone localization requires
clp1p-dependent dephosphorylation of both motor and MAP.
Further, whereas wild-type cells exhibited stereotypical ana-
phase B velocity (0.68 ± 0.09 mm/min, n = 11), mutant clp1off and
ase1S>D-klp9S>D cells showed significantly decreased spindle
velocities (0.35 ± 0.05 mm/min, n = 9, and 0.48 ± 0.08 mm/min,
n = 12, respectively) (Figure 5D). We noted that while spindlepmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 261
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less than those of wild-type cells, they are unexpectedly more
than those of single mutant klp9D cells: compare 0.68 mm/min
(WT), 0.29 mm/min (klp9D), and 0.48 mm/min (ase1S>D-klp9S>D)
(compare Figures 2D and 5D). Indeed, ase1S>D-klp9S>D velocity
is half-way between wild-type and the basal klp9D velocity; i.e.,
the presence of klp9p, even when it does not bind to ase1p, can
produce intermediate sliding velocity at 50% attenuation
between wild-type maximum velocity and basal klp9D velocity
(WT > ase1S>D-klp9S>D > klp9D). How can klp9p binding to
ase1p produce maximum velocity? We have addressed this
using computer simulation (see below).
FRAP Analyses Suggest an In Vivo Interaction
between Klp9p and Ase1p
To establish a possible in vivo interaction of klp9p or ase1p, we
performed FRAP experiments on cells expressing either
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Figure 4. Kinase Cdc2p and Its Antagonist
Phosphatase Clp1p Regulate the Phosphor-
ylation States of Klp9p and Ase1p
(A) Time-lapse images of cells expressing either
cdc13p-GFP (cyclin B, binding partner of cdc2p)
or clp1p-GFP during mitosis. Prior to anaphase
B, cdc13p-GFP localizes to the spindle. At
anaphase B onset (yellow arrow head), cdc13p-
GFP delocalizes from the spindle (yellow dashed
oval). In contrast, prior to anaphase B, clp1p-
GFP localizes to the spindle poles and kineto-
chores. At anaphase B onset (yellow arrow
head), clp1p-GFP localizes to the spindle and
subsequently the spindle midzone (yellow dashed
oval). Bar, 5 mm.
(B) Klp9p and ase1p are phosphorylated by cdc2p
in vitro. Recombinant His-klp9p and His-
klp9pphosphoinhibit (His-klp9pS>A) and His-ase1p
and His-ase1pphosphoinhibit (His-ase1pS>A) were
incubated with cdc2p.
(C) Klp9p and ase1p are dephosphorylated by
clp1p in vitro. Recombinant GST-klp9p and GST-
ase1p were first phosphorylated by cdc2p. The
products were next incubated with recombinant
MBP-clp1p. Asterisks correspond to MBP-clp1p.
(D) Ase1-phosphoinhibit version ase1pS>A cannot
enter the nucleus during closed mitosis. Shown
are cells expressing mCherry-atb2 (tubulin) and
GFP-tagged ase1wt, ase1phosphoinhibit (ase1S>A),
or ase1phosphomimic (ase1S>D). At mitosis ase1wt
and ase1S>D localize to the spindle midzone. In
contrast, ase1S>A is not strongly visible at the
spindle midzone (yellow dashed circle). Bar, 5 mm.
(E) Dual GFP- and NLS-tagged versions of ase1wt,
ase1phosphoinhibit (ase1S>A), or ase1phosphomimic
(ase1S>D). Prominent is the strong signal of
ase1phosphomimic (ase1S>D), which now can enter
the nucleus. Arrowheads mark the spindle poles.
Bar, 5 mm.
GFP-klp9p or ase1p-GFP under the
wild-type, ase1D, or clp1off cell back-
ground (Figures 6A and 6B).We reasoned
that if klp9p and ase1p are physically
interacting, they would have the same
mobility, and moreover, they would be less mobile as a complex
than if they were separated individually. We note that due to the
complexity of the experiment (e.g., the spindle is actively elon-
gating at anaphase B, the relatively large FRAP region that
covers half of the spindle midzone and thus bleaches half of
the available proteins, and the processive nature of motors
[Kapitein et al., 2005] and diffusive nature of MAPs [Kapitein
et al., 2008a]), it may not be meaningful to extract rate constants
and recovery times. We chose instead to analyze the relative
percentage recovery of the different proteins. Within the 250 s
of measurement, both GFP-klp9p and ase1p-GFP showed the
same relatively low recovery in wild-type cells (Figure 6C), at
10% ± 6%, n = 3, and 7% ± 5%, n = 5, respectively. In contrast,
in the absence of either the MAP (ase1D) or the motor (klp9D),
klp9p and ase1p were more mobile (Figure 6C), with recovery
of 58% ± 21%, n = 5, and 36% ± 16%, n = 4, respectively. In
the clp1off mutant, where klp9p and ase1p are expected to not262 Developmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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Figure 5. Dephosphorylation of Klp9p and Ase1p by the Phospha-
tase Clp1p Is Required for Their Efficient Binding and Proper
Anaphase B Spindle Elongation
(A) Pull-down assays of recombinant GST-klp9p and GST-klp9pphosphomimic
(GST-klp9pS>D) with recombinant His-ase1p and His-ase1pphosphomimic
(His-ase1pS>D). The strongest binding is observed with GST-klp9p and
His-ase1p. Binding is also observed with either GST-klp9p or His-ase1p phos-
phomimic versions. No binding is observed between GST-klp9pS>D and
His-ase1pS>D (red dashed circle).
(B) Kymographs of mutant clp1off cells and double mutant klp9 phosphomimic
ase1phosphomimic (klp9 S>Dase1S>D) cells expressing klp9p-GFP during mitosis.
Mutant clp1off cells, which have no phosphastase activity, and double mutant
klp9 S>Dase1S>D cells show GFP-klp9p and ase1p-GFP dispersed to wider
regions of the spindle. Bar, 5 mm.
(C) Quantification of klp9p and ase1p focusing at the spindle midzone. Kymo-
graph of anaphase B shows two regions of interest: the area A1 covered by the
spindle (red boundary), and the area A2 covered by klp9p-GFP or ase1p-GFP
at the midzone (yellow boundary). We defined the ratio of the A2/A1 as the
index of focusing. A box plot shows that klp9p-GFP and ase1p-GFP are highly
focused at the spindle midzone in wild-type cells. In contrast, phospho
mutants of klp9 and ase1 and clp1off show klp9p-GFP and ase1p-GFP spread
out on the spindle.
(D) Comparative plot of spindle length versus time and box plot of anaphase
B spindle elongation velocity of wild-type cells (WT, blue), mutant clp1off cells
(clp1off, red), and double mutant klp9 phosphomimicase1phosphomimic cells
(klp9 S>Dase1S>D, yellow).Develointeract, klp9p and ase1p were also more mobile than in
wild-type (Figure 6C), with recovery of 25% ± 8%, n = 3, and
61% ± 15%, n = 3, respectively. Finally, FRAP of the double
phosphomimic mutant ase1S>D-klp9S>D also showed motor
and MAP to be more mobile than wild-type (see Figure S1).
Taken together, we interpret these results as consistent with
an in vivo interaction between klp9p and ase1p and with the
idea that the interaction is dependent on clp1p function.
Cytosim Simulation Reveals Ase1p-Klp9p Antiparallel
Binding to Microtubules
Tetrameric kinesin-5 Eg5 has been shown to be flexible and can
twist as it crosslinks andmoves on twomicrotubules in vitro (Kapi-
tein et al., 2005). Our current work shows that klp9p is a tetrameric
kinesin-6 which binds microtubules independently of its phos-
phorylation state, but binds to ase1p in a clp1p-dependent
manner. We previously reported that ase1p may be a rigid dimer
with an antiparallel configuration that binds two microtubules
into a rigid antiparallel bundle (Janson et al., 2007). Therefore,
we hypothesized that klp9p, like Eg5, is a flexible tetramer that
can adopt both parallel and antiparallel configurations, but that
binding of klp9p to antiparallel ase1p locks klp9p into an antipar-
allel state (Figure 7A). The parallel configuration of klp9p would
not produce microtubule sliding. The antiparallel configuration of
klp9pwouldproducemaximal slidingvelocity. Intermediatesliding
velocities would be produced when some klp9p binds parallelly
and other binds antiparallelly. We tested this hypothesis using
the simulation program Cytosim (Nedelec and Foethke, 2007).
Cytosim has been used previously to model coordination
between klp2p, ase1p, andmicrotubules in bringing about proper
microtubule antiparallel organization (Janson et al., 2007). We
note that the current simulation does not attempt to describe all
aspects of anaphase B. It only tests the hypothesis that binding
of klp9p in an antiparallel configuration would produce the
maximal spindle elongation velocity.Ourmodel assumes an initial
bipolar spindle composed of five microtubules with lengths of
3 mm in each half of the spindle (Figure 7A). The overlapping mid-
zone was set initially at 3 mm (Figure 7A). A notable feature of the
anaphase B fission yeast spindle is the high concentration of
ase1p and klp9p at the midzone (Figure 3), and it is possible that
the effects of finite microtubule binding sites could affect spindle
elongation. This property is represented in ourmodel by imposing
an 8 nmsite spacing, where each site canbe occupied by a single
motor orMAP. Themotormoves in discrete steps of 8 nmandcan
move only if the adjacent site is unoccupied. As the kinetic param-
eters of klp9p are currently unknown, we set the physical proper-
tiesof klp9p tobesimilar toEg5becauseof their shared tetrameric
structure and their related roles in anaphase B (Figure 7B) (Kapi-
teinet al., 2008b;Kwoketal., 2006;Valentine etal., 2006a,2006b).
The first simulation involves the spindle, described above, and
120 klp9p tetramers. This is the simplest model that results in
spindle elongation and can be considered a simulation of the
ase1D mutant. In this model, no ase1p molecules were present,
and klp9p motility is therefore not impeded by the presence of
ase1p on the microtubule lattice. Klp9p can adopt either
a parallel configuration (bundling) or an antiparallel configuration
(force production). This model resulted in spindles that elongate
at an average rate that is similar to that observed in ase1D cells of
0.48 ± 0.15 mm/min (n = 11) (Figure 7D).pmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 263
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clp1off264 Developmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 ElsevieThe second model is identical to the first, but with the addition
of 100 dimers of the bundling protein ase1p. In this model, there
are no direct interactions between ase1p and klp9p, and klp9p is
free to adopt either a parallel or antiparallel configuration, which
can be considered a simulation of the clp1off mutant. The prop-
erties of ase1p are similar to those used to model interphase
microtubule bundles (Janson et al., 2007), except that the mole-
cule acts as a bridge with a fixed distance between the bundled
microtubules. There are also two stiffness components, a com-
ponent that resists microtubule sliding and a second component
that resists the separation of bundled microtubules. Single-
molecule studies have shown that the ase1p dimer diffuses
freely on the microtubule lattice (Kapitein et al., 2008a), so the
component resisting microtubule sliding is set to zero in this
and other models involving ase1p. The reduced spindle elonga-
tion rate of 0.35 ± 0.05 mm/min (n = 9) observed in the clp1off
mutant is also reproduced by this model (Figures 7C and 7D).
It is notable that the model maintains a constant spindle elonga-
tion velocity despite a decrease in the length of microtubule
overlap at the midzone, as is also observed experimentally
(compare Figures 5D and 7C). The reduced spindle elongation
speed, exhibited by the model, is caused by reduced klp9p
binding and impeded motility caused by the presence of ase1p
dimers on the microtubule lattice. Kymographs of simulated
ase1D cells also showed that klp9p is less focused at the spindle
midzone compared to wild-type, in agreement with experiments
(compare Figures 5C and 7E).
The final model is identical to the second, but here klp9p binds
preferentially in an antiparallel configuration, which is expected
to be the case in wild-type cells. We did not directly model the
physical interaction between klp9p and ase1p, but instead
adjusted the properties of klp9p so that it binds microtubules
preferentially in an antiparallel configuration and has a slightly
higher microtubule-association rate. With these adjustments
the model reproduced the spindle velocity of 0.68 ± 0.09 mm/min
(n = 11) observed in wild-type cells (Figure 7D). Our simple
models recapitulated the experimental results and therefore
showed how specific binding of klp9p to microtubules in an anti-
parallel orientation could increase the rate of spindle elongation,
although this effect could also be explained by other mecha-
nisms (see Discussion).
Taken together, and to our knowledge, our current work
describes a novel function for the kinesin-6 klp9p in anaphase
B spindle elongation and a novel mode of klp9p and ase1p inter-
action that is controlled by phosphorylation (Figure 7F).
Figure 6. FRAP Analysis Suggests an In Vivo Interaction between
Klp9p and Ase1p
(A) Coarse kymograph of fluorescence recovery of cells expressing GFP-klp9p
under the wild-type, ase1D, or clp1off cell background. Note that cells also
express alp4p-GFP spindle pole marker to show precise spindle length and
the timing of anaphase B. Yellow boxes, bleached region; yellow arrows,
FRAP start. Bar, 5 mm.
(B) Coarse kymograph of fluorescence recovery of cells expressing
ase1p-GFP under the wild-type, klp9D, or clp1off cell background.
(C) Comparative plots of fluorescence recovery after bleaching. Shown are
normalized fluorescent signals prebleached at 100% (mean ± SD). Left panel,
GFP-klp9p in wild-type (green), ase1D (red), and clp1off (blue). Right panel,
ase1p-GFP in wild-type (green), ase1D (red), and clp1off (blue). Note the rela-
tively higher mobility of klp9p and ase1p in themutant backgrounds compared
to wild-type.r Inc.
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Our current work examined all individual motors that may be
involved in anaphase B spindle elongation in fission yeast and
found that the kinesin-6 klp9p plays a major role (Figure 1E).
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Figure 7. Cytosim Model of How Klp9p Motor and Ase1p MAP
Interact for Proper Anaphase B
(A) Cytosim model assumption: klp9p is either parallel or antiparallel by itself,
but is antiparallel when bound to ase1p. Bar, 1 mm.
(B) Parameters used in simulations (see text). Parameters of klp9p are
assumed to be similar to Eg5, a similar mitotic kinesin.
(C) Comparative plot of spindle length versus time and box plot of anaphase B
spindle elongation velocity of simulated wild-type cells (WT, blue) and mutant
clp1off cells (clp1off, red). Simulation reproduces the experimental results
(compare with Figure 4C).
(D) Comparative box plot of simulated (s) and experimental (e) spindle veloci-
ties for wild-type cells (WT, blue), clp1off cells (clp1off, red), and ase1D cells
(ase1D, orange). Spindle velocities of ase1D cells are intermediate between
WT and clp1off.
(E) Comparative kymographs of simulated klp9p-GFP focusing at themiddle of
the spindle in wild-type and ase1D cells. Dashed yellow lines show positions of
the spindle poles. In the absence of ase1p, klp9p is less focused at the spindle
midzone, similar to experimental findings (compare with Figures 3B and 5C).
Bar, 1 mm.
(F) Model of how kinase cdc2p (Cdk1) and phosphatase clp1p (Cdc14) regu-
late the function of klp9p (motor) and ase1p (MAP) for proper anaphase B.DeveloWe suggest a mechanism whereby a cdc2p and clp1p phos-
phorylation switch controls the interactions of klp9p and ase1p
at the spindle midzone to initiate anaphase B spindle elongation
(Figure 7F). Key to this mechanism may be the physical binding
of the tetrameric kinesin-6 motor klp9p to the microtubule anti-
parallel bundling MAP ase1p. Imaging and FRAP analyses sup-
ported the conclusion of an in vivo interaction (Figure 6), and IP
analyses confirmed an in vitro interaction between klp9p and
ase1p (Figure 5A). Klp9p-ase1p binding in turn biases the orien-
tation of the motor from being naturally flexible (Kapitein et al.,
2005) to the more rigid and antiparallel configuration of the
MAP (Janson et al., 2007). This conformational change may
increase motor efficiency in microtubule sliding, as shown by
computer simulations (Figure 7). Themotor-MAP conformational
change is an attractive model and will require future single-
molecule or structural analyses to confirm.
Which other motors may contribute to microtubule sliding
during anaphase B? Klp9p produces 50% of the anaphase B
velocity (Figures 1E and 2D). In the absence of klp9p, there is a
residual 0.3 mm/min spindle elongation velocity at room tem-
perature (Figures 1E and 2D). Fission yeast has a second mitotic
kinesin, kinesin-5 cut7p, which has been reported to localize to
the spindle midzone and whose temperature-sensitive mutation
caused monopolar spindles (Hagan and Yanagida, 1990, 1992).
This suggests that cut7p acts at an earlier stage of mitosis to
organize the bipolar spindle. Our studies extend these previous
works by looking for possible roles of cut7p at anaphase B by
using the cut7-24 temperature-sensitive mutant and a tempera-
ture control device. We showed that the cut7-24 mutant did not
decrease anaphase B spindle elongation velocity (Figures 1C
and 1E). Consistent with this finding, cut7p-3GFP does not
localize to the spindle midzone during anaphase B (Figure 1D).
Lack of localization of cut7p-3GFP at the spindle midzone in
this study appears different than localization of immunofluores-
cent staining of cut7p to the spindle midzone in mitosis (but
not the spindle midzone in meiosis) (Hagan and Yanagida,
1990, 1992). One explanation may be that anti-cut7p antibodies
used for immunofluorescencemay crossreact with other motors.
We favor the explanation that cut7p may act in a redundant and
back-up manner with klp9p to ensure anaphase B spindle elon-
gation. Indeed, whereas we did not observe cut7p-3GFP at the
spindle midzone in wild-type cells (Figure 1D), our preliminary
result shows that cut7p-3GFP does localize to the spindle mid-
zone in klp9Dmutant cells, suggesting possible redundant roles
(our unpublished data). In budding yeast, both kinesins and
dynein play cooperative roles in bringing about proper anaphase
spindle elongation (Saunders et al., 1995). Our current study
deals with individual motors and showed that dynein deletion
alone has no effect on spindle elongation (Figure 1E). Future
studies will explore combinatorial relationships among the
different motors for a fuller understanding of anaphase B.
Anaphase B is a prominent phase of mitosis, marked by an
increase in spindle length, up to 1.5–4 times of the initial meta-
phase/anaphase A spindle length in different organisms (Hayashi
et al., 2007). To date, physical mechanisms producing anaphase
B have primarily focused on the kinesin-5 motors (Scholey et al.,
2003; Sharp et al., 2000). Kinesin-6 motors have been assigned
regulatory roles at the end of mitosis at the transition to cytoki-
nesis (Gruneberg et al., 2006; Kuriyama et al., 2002; Matulienepmental Cell 17, 257–267, August 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 265
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spindlin complex, which contains kinesin-6, is regulated by
aurora B kinase for proper cytokinesis (Mishima and Glotzer,
2003; Mishima et al., 2002, 2004). To our knowledge, the involve-
ment of fission yeast klp9p in anaphase B spindle elongation
suggests a novel function for the kinesin-6 family of motors.
Our simulations, while not meant to represent actual klp9p
kinetics, were useful in predicting and recapitulating our experi-
mental results by showing trends in elongation velocities and
how these rates can be altered by specific configurations of
klp9p (Figure 7). Other models are also plausible. For example,
klp9p-ase1p interaction can serve to concentrate klp9p at the
spindle midzone, and cooperative effects of motors can lead
to more efficient velocity. Alternatively, ase1p may act as a
spacer between two microtubules to allow klp9p to enter and
function, or ase1pmay act as a brake to slow down klp9p move-
ment. Future studies will need to examine the evolution of the
multiple functions associated with the kinesin-6 family of mitotic
motors.
The MAP Ase1/PRC1 appears to be a major scaffolding
protein at the spindle midzone. The fission yeast ase1p is a
substrate for cdc2p and clp1p phosphoregulation, which allows
for binding to klp9p (this study). The budding yeast Ase1, and
human PRC1, may also be a substrate for Cdk1 and Cdc14,
and other regulatory proteins such as the Ipl1/aurora-B kinase
(Jiang et al., 1998; Khmelinskii et al., 2007; Kotwaliwale et al.,
2007). Our studies add to the emerging concept that the spindle
midzone, withmotors andMAPs and kinases and phosphatases,
is a crowded mechanical and chemical machine (Glotzer, 2005).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental procedures are described in the Supplemental Data.
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